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Abstract. We present the results of a deep search for associated radio features in the vicinity of the microquasar
Cygnus X-3. The motivation behind is to find out evidence for interaction between its relativistic jets and the
surrounding interstellar medium, which could eventually allow us to perform calorimetry of the total energy
released by this microquasar during its flaring lifetime. Remarkably, two radio sources with mJy emission level
at centimeter wavelengths have been detected in excellent alignment with the position angle of the inner radio
jets. We propose that these objects could be the hot spots where the relativitic outflow collides with the ambient
gas in analogy with Fanaroff-Riley II radio galaxies. These candidate hot spots are within a few arc-minutes of
Cygnus X-3 and, if physically related, the full linear extent of the jet would reach tens of parsecs. We discuss here
the evidence currently available to support this hypothesis based on both archival data and our own observations.
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1. Introduction
Cygnus X-3 is a well known microquasar in the Galaxy,
i.e., a X-ray binary producing bipolar relativistic jets. The
neutron star or black hole nature of the compact object
in the binary system is still a matter of discussion, but a
consensus has been reached about the normal companion
being a WN Wolf-Rayet star (Fender et al. 1999). The
source is seen through an absorption of at least AV = 10
magnitudes and possibly higher. The relativistic outflow
of this microquasar has been observed at both arc-second
and sub-arcsecond scales, with an ejection axis very close
to the North-South direction (see e.g. Mart´ı et al. 2001
and Miller-Jones et al. 2004). The reader is also referred
to these references for a basic description of the main prop-
erties of this system. Here, we focus our attention on the
unsolved problem of finding evidence for the expected hot
spot/double lobe structures at the jet terminal shocks.
The absence of observational evidence for such terminal
features is an open question and not only for Cygnus X-3
itself but in a general context as well. Galactic sources of
relativistic jets or microquasars pump significant amounts
of energy into the interstellar medium (ISM). How such
relativistic flows affect the galactic ISM remains, unfortu-
Send offprint requests to: J. Mart´ı
nately, difficult to observe and study. As an illustrative ex-
ample, simple power estimates by Fender & Pooley (2000)
suggest that ∼ 1051 erg (i.e. comparable with a supernova
explosion) are injected by the superluminal microquasar
GRS 1915+105 into its surroundings over its total ejecting
life time.
Only in few cases we do see evidence of interaction
between the jets and its surroundings, as in the double
lobes of the Galactic Center microquasars 1E 1740.7−2942
(Mirabel et al. 1992) and GRS 1758−258 (Rodr´ıguez et
al. 1992), or a clear deceleration against the ISM as in the
remarkable case of XTE J1550−564 (Corbel et al. 2002).
Recently, a possible extended bow shock with arc-shaped
morphology has been also reported at radio wavelengths
for the microquasar Cygnus X-1 (Gallo et al. 2005).
The known population of galactic microquasars has
grown significantly in recent times up to a total of at least
15 systems currently catalogued (Paredes & Mart´ı 2003).
Nevertheless, the observational evidence of interaction be-
tween their relativistic jets and the ambient gas contin-
ues being the exception rather than the rule. Indeed, one
would expect to see several examples of hot spot/double
lobe structures at the jet terminal shocks in a process sim-
ilar to extragalactic Fanaroff-Riley type II (FRII) sources
(Fanaroff & Riley 1974). In contrast, most relativistic jets
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in the Galaxy fade out before they significantly decelerate
when their ram pressure equals that of the ISM.
This situation is indeed puzzling specially when com-
paring these relativistic jet sources with the thermal jets
from young stellar objects (YSOs). Jets from YSOs are
orders of magnitude less powerful than those of micro-
quasars, but yet they are able to create a wide variety of
bow shock structures. These are the well known Herbig-
Haro objects whose latest catalog contains a few hundreds
of entries (Reipurth 1999). Why such differences in num-
ber exist?. Are YSOs bow shocks easier to observe only
because they decelerate in a denser medium such as a
molecular cloud with particle densities ∼ 104 cm−3?. Or is
there an additional observational bias?. Heinz (2002) has
argued that microquasars are typically located in lower
density environments, in a dynamical sense, than their
AGN relatives. Tenuous media with densities well below
the canonical ∼ 1 cm−3 would certainly imply the absence
of interaction signatures, but additional work is needed to
test whether this holds for most systems.
Early searches for large-scale structures connected
with GRS 1915+105 revealed the existence of two intrigu-
ing IRAS sources whose radio emission is mostly of ther-
mal free-free nature. They are symmetrically located with
respect to GRS 1915+105 and perfectly aligned with the
position angle of its relativistic jets (Rodr´ıguez & Mirabel
1998; Chaty et al. 2001). A recent revision of their obser-
vational properties by Kaiser et al. (2004) concludes that
it is perfectly conceivable, both energetically and dynami-
cally, that the two IRAS sources are the jet impact regions
on the ISM at a distance of tens of parsecs from their ex-
citing source. Shock waves and turbulent plasma motion
in the terminal lobes would naturally lead to synchrotron
non-thermal emission explaining the unusual non-thermal
feature in a otherwise normal HII region. Their conclusions
are based on applying a scaled down model for large-scale
structure of jets in extragalactic radio sources (Kaiser
& Alexander 1997). The average energy transport rate
needed to sustain the proposed double structure is rela-
tively low (∼ 1036 erg s−1), with an estimated age of ∼ 1
Myr. If the IRAS sources association with GRS 1915+105
is confirmed, that would place this microquasar at a much
lower distance than usually assumed.
In the case of the microquasar Cygnus X-3, a similar
pair of symmetric radio sources aligned with the jets posi-
tion angle was proposed by Mart´ı et al. (2000). However,
none of them displayed possible non-thermal filaments
pointing towards the central core of Cygnus X-3 as in the
GRS 1915+105 case. Moreover, their separation was ex-
ceedingly large (∼ 100 pc) for a physical connection to be
claimed without further evidence. All these facts induced
us to carefully look for fainter and closer radio sources,
not previously noticed, which could be associated with
the missing large scale radio lobes. In this paper, we re-
port the results of this search showing that Cygnus X-3
is likely another microquasar system where large-scale de-
celeration/interaction effects of the jets can be observed.
2. Discovery of Cygnus X-3 hot spot candidates
With the idea of searching for faint radio emission around
Cygnus X-3 we have reanalyzed different observations re-
trieved from the archive of the Very Large Array (VLA)
of NRAO in New Mexico (USA). The results reported
here come mainly from three different VLA projects,
namely those with identification codes AM551, AS483 and
AM669. All of them were reduced using the AIPS package
of NRAO applying standard procedures for calibration of
interferometer data. All projects used 3C286 as the am-
plitude calibrator and 2007+404 as the phase calibrator,
at an angular distance of 4.◦7 from Cygnus X-3.
The first VLA project AM551 was conducted in 1997
by Mart´ı et al. (2000) with the array in B configuration at
the 6 cm wavelength being, in principle, sensitive to angu-
lar scales up to ∼ 30′′. Its main result was the detection of
transient arc-second radio jets of Cygnus X-3. Our hope
when reanalyzing AM551 was that its deep integration
time (∼ 8 h) could eventually reveal additional features
fainter and/or further away from the microquasar core
than those originally discovered. At the time of observa-
tions, Cygnus X-3 was in a “quiescent” state (S6cm ∼ 100
mJy) and its variable radio core was subtracted with a
similar approach as described by Mart´ı et al. (2000) in or-
der to remove artifacts induced by the microquasar vari-
ability during the CLEAN deconvolution process.
The resulting image is shown in the left panel of Fig.
1. Here, two faint radio sources are clearly detected at
angular distances of 7.′07 and 4.′36 from Cygnus X-3 and
roughly in the North-South direction. Interestingly, they
are in almost perfect alignement with Cygnus X-3 along
a position angle of 1.◦8±0.◦1. This value agrees well with
the position angle of the Cygnus X-3 inner arc-second ra-
dio jets, measured to be 2.◦0±0.◦4 by Mart´ı et al. (2001)
Moreover, the asymmetry between the separation of the
northern and southern sources is reminiscent of the asym-
metry also existing between the northern and southern
inner jet components (see the central right panel of Fig.
1). Such asymmetry could be accounted for if the north-
ern and southern jets decelerate in regions of moderately
different ISM density.
The observational properties of these newly discovered
radio sources are summarized in Table 1. Wide field and
zoomed contour maps are also presented in the differ-
ent panels of Fig. 1. At their distances from the phase
center, the new sources suffer from significant bandwidth
smearing giving them an elongated shape poiting towards
Cygnus X-3, specially in the northern case. Such instru-
mental limitation makes very difficult to assess which is
their intrinsic morphology and this is the reason why an-
gular diameters are not included in Table 1. Nevertheless,
the possibility that the sources are slightly extended can-
not be ruled out based on present data. Indeed the slightly
curved shape of the northern object is not strictly consis-
tent with a pure radial smearing of a compact source. A
crude estimate of its transversal angular size can be ob-
tained by taking the deconvolved minor axis of an ellipti-
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Table 1. Radio properties of possible hot spots associated with Cygnus X-3 derived from VLA observations
Hot spot Position Frequency Peak Flux Density∗ Integrated Flux Density∗ Spectral
candidate αJ2000.0 , δJ2000.0 (GHz) (mJy) (mJy) Index
North 20h32m26.s88±0.s01 1.425 1.63± 0.13 3.3± 0.5 −0.4± 0.2
+41◦04′32.′′9±0.′′2 4.860 1.25± 0.11 1.9± 0.4
South 20h32m24.s97±0.s02 1.425 ≤ 0.6 − ≥ −0.7∗∗
+40◦53′05.′′9±0.′′2 4.860 0.27± 0.04 0.45 ± 0.09
∗ Corrected for primary beam decay using the AIPS task PBCOR but not for bandwidth smearing.
∗∗ Computed using the peak and 4σ upper limit values corrected for bandwidth smearing.
cal Gaussian fit using the AIPS task IMFIT. This size is
about 1.′′6 and we will later adopt an aspect ratio of 1 for
discussion purposes.
From source counts (see Rodr´ıguez et al. 1989) and
simple geometric arguments, we estimate that the prob-
ability of randomly find two background radio sources
brighter than 1 mJy, aligned within ∼ 1◦ of the jet posi-
tion angle and closer than 7.′0 from Cygnus X-3, is of order
∼ 10−5 percent. Indeed, no other pair of radio sources but
these two appear so well aligned in the field.
In order to estimate the source’s spectral index α (de-
fined as Sν ∝ ν
α, where Sν is the radio flux density at
a given frequency ν), and hence constraining the emis-
sion mechanism, we searched the VLA archives for suitable
observations at a different wavelength. The VLA project
AS483 conducted in year 1993 by A. Smale in B configu-
ration was found to be appropriated for such purpose. A
re-analysis of it provided a clear detection of the north-
ern radio source, at the 20 cm wavelength, and an upper
limit to the brightness of the southern one. The 20 cm
results and the resulting spectral index information are
also included in Table 1. Using the Smale data, the ra-
dio spectrum of the northern candidate is well described
by Sν = 3.9 ± 0.4 mJy [ν/GHz]
−0.4±0.2, which clearly
suggests a non-thermal synchrotron emission mechanism.
The spectral index of the southern source is also consis-
tent with a similar negative value, i.e, typical of optically
thin synchrotron radiation.
Taking together i) the almost perfect alignment with
the jet’s position angle, ii) the north/south asymmetry
similar to that of the arc-second radio jets, and iii) the
likely non-thermal emission of the two radio sources dis-
covered, we propose them as serious candidates to be
the impact sites of the Cygnus X-3 jets against the ISM.
Hereafter, we will refer to them as the northern and south-
ern hot spot candidates (HSCs).
3. Setting upper limits on proper motion
Following their discovery, the two HSCs were also detected
when carefully inspecting very wide field VLA maps ob-
tained from the AM669 data. This project was carried out
during late 2000 with the array being in its most extended
A configuration and published by Mart´ı et al. (2001). The
new AM669 maps (not shown here) also suffer from no-
ticeable smearing like those of Fig. 1. However, both the
northern and southern hot spot candidates were detected
although with low signal-to-noise ratios of 5 and 4, re-
spectively. Using the longer time baseline available, 7.6 yr
between the AM669 and AS483 data, we can try to set
an upper limit to the proper motion of the north HSC
with respect to Cygnus X-3. The total projected length of
the northern flow Lj sin θ/D would be equivalent to 7.
′07,
where θ is the angle with the line of sight and D the dis-
tance to the source.
Between 1993 and 2000, the north HSC shifted its sep-
aration from Cygnus X-3 by less than about 0.′′7. This
value is comparable or smaller than one synthesized beam
for any of the two observing epochs involved. Considering
that smearing is also likely to affect our 6 cm astrometry
at large distances from the phase center, we conservatively
consider that no reliable proper motion can be claimed
based on the present data. Therefore, a safe upper limit
on the advance speed of the end of the possible jet can
be expressed as L˙j ≤ 4400 km s
−1D10(sin θ)
−1 being D10
the source distance in units of 10 kpc.
4. Search for X-ray, optical and infrared
counterparts
In order to exclude the possible stellar or extragalactic na-
ture for the HSCs, their accurate radio positions in Table
1 have been searched at X-ray, optical and infrared wave-
lengths.
4.1. X-rays
We have inspected the HSCs location in several X-ray mis-
sion archives, including ROSAT, XMM and CHANDRA.
We only found a ROSAT PSPC image (0.76 – 2.04 KeV
band) from which an upper limit count rate of 6.245 counts
s−1 was inferred. Assuming a photon index Γ = 1.5 and an
absorption of AV = 10 mag towards Cygnus X-3, equiva-
lent to NH = 1.8× 10
22 cm−2 (Predehl & Schmitt 1995),
the corresponding unabsorbed X-ray flux limit is 225 µJy.
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Fig. 1. Left. Natural weight map of the Cygnus X-3 field from a re-analysis of VLA project AM551. The original
observation was conducted on 4 May 1997 at the 6 cm wavelength in B configuration. The map covers almost the
totality of the antenna primary beam and remarkably shows the existence of two radio sources perfectly aligned with
the position angle of the Cygnus X-3 inner radio jets. These are the only objects in the field with peak flux density
above four times the rms noise of 10.6 µJy beam−1, in addition to Cygnus X-3 itself. We interpret them as the possible
hot spots where a larger scale flow terminates. The clean components have been restored using an almost circular
Gaussian beam of 1.′′5. Right. The top and bottom panels are zoomed contour plots of the two hot spot candidates.
Their morphology is difficult to judge because of severe bandwidth and time smearing at their distance from the phase
center, although they could be slightly resolved. The central panel shows the Cygnus X-3 arc-second radio jets taken
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4.2. Optical observations
In the optical domain, we observed the two positions with
the 2.2 m telescope at the Centro Astrono´mico Hispano
Alema´n (CAHA) in Calar Alto (Spain). We obtained deep
I-band images using the SITe-d15 CCD detector of the
CAFOS instrument. Astrometry of the CCD frames was
determined through twenty stars in the field whose posi-
tions were retrieved using the SkyCat tool of the European
Southern Observatory. The plate solutions were estab-
lished by means of the AIPS task XTRAN with a third
order polinomial fit, whose residuals were typically of 0.′′5.
Fig. 2 shows the results of our CAHA observations
and astrometry. Cygnus X-3 was clearly detected in the
I-band with an estimated magnitude of about I = 21.3,
which is comparable to previous detections reported in
the literature (Wagner et al. 1989). In contrast, no optical
counterpart was detected at the likely hot spot location
up to a limit magnitude of I = 22.4.
4.3. Infrared search
The search for a counterpart at near-infrared wavelengths
is strongly justified given the strong interstellar absorption
in the Cygnus X-3 region. The 2 Micron All Sky Survey
(2MASS) was also inspected at the position of the HSCs.
A near-infrared counterpart was not found for none of
them within 4′′ of their radio position. The corresponding
upper limit magnitudes are 17.8, 16.8 and 16.3 for the J ,
H and Ks bands, respectively.
5. Discussion
The observed radio spectrum and infrared and X-ray up-
per limits are consistent with extrapolation of the same
spectral index derived from 20 and 6 cm observations (see
Fig. 3). In the previous sections, we have failed to iden-
tify an optical and near-infrared counterpart with stellar
appearance for the HSCs. Had they been background or
foreground stars, or nearby AGNs, we would expect to
detect some optical or infrared source with compact ap-
pearance unless absorption prevents us from doing so. In
any case, the possibility that we are not dealing with stars
or AGNs remains clearly open.
Thus, we will proceed hereafter under the assumption
that both HSCs are physically related to Cygnus X-3 al-
though this point needs yet to be confirmed by further
more sensitive observations.
During our discussion we will apply some of the equa-
tions used by Kaiser et al. (2004) when revising the pos-
sible large scale structure of GRS 1915+105. In their
work, thermal bremsstrahlung radio emission is detected
from the shock compressed ISM (i.e. the extended IRAS
sources). Unfortunately, our application of their formalism
will necessarily be limited because we did not find evidence
of such thermal emission downstream of the HSC. The 4σ
upper limits at 6 cm are 0.6 and 0.1 mJy beam−1 for the
northern and southern one, respectively. The possibility
that such emission exists is, however, not ruled out by our
present VLA observations due to lack of sensitivity so far
away from the phase center and the blindness of the VLA
B configuration array to angular scales larger than half
arc-minute.
It is instructive to assess here the possibility for Cygnus
X-3 to create a pair of hot spots at tens of parsec distance
through estimating its average energy injection rate. Mart´ı
et al. (1992) have modelled the strong radio outbursts of
Cygnus X-3 in terms of laterally expanding twin jets with
particle injection at the jet basis. According to this model,
a flaring event with cm peak flux density of 10-20 Jy in-
volves a total energy of ∼ 1044 erg in relativistic particles.
Based on several years of radio monitoring of Cygnus X-
3 with the Green Bank interferometer (Waltman et al.
1994), two of such events occur typically per year. Thus
we find that ∼ 1037 erg s−1 can be adopted as a conceiv-
able estimate. A similar value is obtained if one considers
the quiescent (low-level) radio flares of Cygnus X-3, whose
energy content is about two orders of magnitude lower and
evolve within time scales of few hours. Remarkably, this
energy injection rate is in close accordance with the corre-
sponding value estimated by Kaiser et al. (2004) for the su-
perluminal microquasar GRS 1915+105. Such agreement
strongly suggests that both microquasars could sustain
similar double lobe/hot spot features when their relativis-
tic ejecta interact with the ISM.
The non-thermal spectrum of the Cygnus X-3 HSCs
agrees with the expected synchrotron emission mecha-
nism, suggesting the existence of relativistic particles with
a magnetic field. Assuming standard equipartition argu-
ments and a 10 kpc distance, the minimum energy re-
quirements and associated physical parameters can be es-
timated by using the observed flux density and angular
size (Longair 1994).
Provided that the magnetic field covers the entire radio
source volume and electrons and protons share equal ener-
gies, this implies a minimum energy of ∼ 8×1043 erg. The
corresponding magnetic field is then 3 × 10−4 G and the
total pressure 1.8×10−9 erg cm−3. These values are within
a factor of a few as compared to the non-thermal feature
next to the southern lobe candidate of GRS 1915+105
(Kaiser et al. 2004).
The observed angular separation between Cygnus X-3
and its possible hot spots transform into a linear size of 20
and 13 pc times D10(sin θ)
−1 for the northern and south-
ern candidates, respectively. These values are roughly a
factor of three smaller than those of GRS 1915+105.
They are not expected to significatively change even in
time scales of many years. Indeed, for a strong shock in
monoatomic gas the advance velocity of the end of the jet
can be expressed as
L˙j ∼
√
16kBT
3mH
, (1)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, mH the proton
mass and T the temperature of the shocked gas (Kaiser et
al. 2004).
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Fig. 2. CAHA 2.2 m I-band image taken on 2004 July 20 with the CAFOS instrument. The crosses with a gap mark
both the position of Cygnus X-3 and the two hot spot candidates. The right panels display an enlarged view of their
respective locations.
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Fig. 3. Spectral energy distribution for the northern HSC
expected at infrared and X-ray wavelengths extrapolating
a synchrotron spectrum with the same power law index as
derived from radio observations (dashed line). The filled
triangles represent upper limits for the optical (CAHA),
near-infrared (2MASS) and X-ray (ROSAT) emission af-
ter reddening correction assuming AV = 10 mag. Higher
absorption values, certainly not excluded for this source,
would just rise the upper limits plotted here not affecting
the conclusions of our paper.
Assuming T
>
∼ 104 K for the post-shock tempera-
ture of the bremsstrahlung emitting bow-shock (yet unde-
tected for Cygnus X-3), one expects a lobe advance veloc-
ity of
>
∼ 20 km s−1. This value is well consistent with the
proper motion upper limit derived in a previous section
from observations with a time baseline of several years.
Using again the Kaiser & Alexander (1997) formalism for
a supersonically expanding lobe into a constant density
medium, the corresponding age of the jet is given by the
following self-similar solution
t =
3
5
Lj
L˙j
, (2)
which yields an age of
<
∼ 0.6 Myr. This upper limit
satisfactorily agrees with the expected lifetime of a Wolf-
Rayet star, which is determined by the nuclear burning
time of its helium core. For a massive binary system, the
core mass is expected to beM1 ≃ 8M⊙, while the nuclear
burning time of helium depends as (Lipunov 1992)
tHe ≃ 3× 10
6yr [M1/M⊙]
−0.7
. (3)
This yields tHe ≃ 0.7 Myr which would be satisfactorily
agree with the estimated jet age.
6. Conclusions
Based on a deep VLA map at the 6 cm wavelength, we
have discovered two radio sources in the vicinity of Cygnus
X-3 which we propose to be the hot spots of its relativis-
tic jets. Assuming this statement to be correct, the total
extent of the jet flow would be measured in tens of par-
secs. The proposed physical association is based on the
following evidences:
1. The line joining the two HSCs agrees within one degree
with the position angle of the inner arcsecond and sub-
arcsecond jets.
2. Their spectral index is consistent with a non-thermal
emission mechanism, which would naturally be ex-
pected from synchrotron radiation in the jet bow-
shocks.
3. We find no evidence for a point-like optical and near
infrared counterpart, as one would expect if the radio
sources were stellar or AGN in nature.
4. The physical parameters of the HSCs (magnetic field,
pressure, energy density, advance velocity, etc.) are
comparable to those of the proposed hot spots in GRS
1915+105. The possible existence of similar structures
in both microquasars should not come with surprise
since their estimated energy injection rate into the ISM
is also very similar (∼ 1037 erg s−1).
5. For Cygnus X-3, the kinematical age of the proposed
hot spot complex would be consistent with the ex-
pected lifetime of the Wolft-Rayet stage in the binary
system.
If the hot spot nature is confirmed by further obser-
vations, the analogy between microquasars and their ex-
tragalactic relatives would be extended beyond the accre-
tion/ejection point of view, and include the interaction of
their relativistic flows with the surrounding medium, ei-
ther interstellar or intergalactic. We can even especulate
that a dichotomy, similar to that of Fanaroff-Ryle type I
and II radiogalaxies, could also exist in the microquasar
domain.
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